
 

 

A Message from the UK HOPE 
National Co-ordinator 

Hilary Watkins 

The HOPE Exchange Programme continues to flourish after more than 30 years 
and offers exceptional value as a tool for sharing good practice and providing 
both personal and professional development. In 2012 the NHS was 
represented by UK participants in 12 countries in Europe and 10 European 
countries sent participants to the UK. I hope you enjoy this newsletter which 
has been created to share the experiences from the 2012 Exchange 
Programme around the theme:  

‘Ageing Health Workforce – Ageing Patients: 
 

Information is also provided on how to apply for 2013 when the theme is: 

‘PATIENT SAFETY IN PRACTICE:  
HOW TO MANAGE RISKS TO PATIENT SAFETY AND QUALITY IN EUROPEAN 

HEALTHCARE 
 

Hilary may be contacted directly at hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk   for 

help and advice about the programme. 

 

HOPE, the European Hospital and Healthcare Federation, is an international 
non-profit organisation, created in 1966. The mission of HOPE is to promote 
improvements in the health of citizens throughout Europe, a high standard 
of hospital care and to foster efficiency with humanity in the organisation 
and operation of hospital and healthcare services. 

One of the ways it works to achieve this is through the European Exchange 
Programme which celebrated its 30th year in 2011. 

The Programme consists of a 4-week training period intended for healthcare 
professionals with managerial responsibilities. They must be working in 
hospitals or healthcare facilities with a minimum of three years of 
experience and having proficiency in the language that is accepted by the 
host country (most accept English). Each year there is a theme which 
facilitates the sharing of good practice across Europe. 

The HOPE Exchange Programme is not a medical or technical programme, 
but a multi professional one. It is aimed at professions and professionals 
who are directly or indirectly involved in the management of European 
health care services and hospitals.   
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“The opportunity for such a 
wide spectrum of personal 

and professional 
development in such a short 

time frame should not be 
underestimated” 

 
2011 UK Participant 
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The theme recognised the need for services to adapt to the ever-
increasing healthcare needs of the elderly and changes to 
employment policies and plans in relation to the ageing workforce. 
   
 
The theme presented a critical challenge across Europe as people live 
longer and place an ever-increasing demand on healthcare systems. 
 
 
The participants who came to the UK received first prize for their 
poster highlighting best practice in the treatment of chronic illness.   

Participants came from 10 countries to the UK in 2012. 

“This has been one of 

the best professional and 

personal experiences I 

have had. I strongly 

recommend others to 

take part.” 

Senior Researcher,  

2010 EU Participant 

Learning from the 2012 Programme Theme: 

‘‘Ageing Health Workforce – Ageing Patients 
 

What did the EU participants highlight? 

Ageing Workforce 
While the participants recognized the challenges from down skilling 
nursing posts, changes to pensions and some Trusts requirement for 
12 hour shifts, they also saw good initiatives such as the Lifestyle 
Intervention Programme and posts ring-fenced for newly qualified 
nurses and were very impressed by the flexible working policies 
available to staff. 
 
Transforming your Care 
This national project in Northern Ireland replaces unplanned change 
with managed change through promotion of personalization of care; 
development of integrated care; realizing value for money and 
developing integrated care to support sustainable service provision. 
http://www.dhsspsni.gov.uk/transforming-your-care-review-of-hsc-
ni-final-report.pdf  
 
Emergency Frail Unit 
A short stay elderly unit to avoid admission to hospital through 
examination of the patients medical, social and overall care needs 
with the multi-disciplinary team. For at-risk patients over 65 with a 
non-life threatening condition, patients are discharged in 48 hours. 
 
The Butterfly scheme  
Across England, Scotland and Wales, many hospitals have already 
committed to this very low-cost scheme which allows people whose 
memory is permanently affected by dementia to make this clear to 
hospital staff and provides staff with a simple, practical strategy for 
meeting their needs. 
http://www.butterflyscheme.org.uk/ 
 

 In 2012 the UK welcomed 15 
participants from 10 different 
European countries. For the first 
time they were able to be hosted 
by healthcare organizations in 
each of the four UK countries 
each offering different models of 

care. 
“I now have a very strong 

international network that 

I see myself benefiting 

from both in my work and 

socially.” 

2009 EU Participant 

The participants identified Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II as the 
best example of the ageing workforce in the UK! They then 

highlighted particular areas which they viewed as Good Practice: 

http://www.dhsspsni.gov.uk/transforming-your-care-review-of-hsc-ni-final-report.pdf
http://www.dhsspsni.gov.uk/transforming-your-care-review-of-hsc-ni-final-report.pdf
http://www.butterflyscheme.org.uk/
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Examples of Good Practice Elsewhere in Europe 

In Finland participants  recognised a positive age attitude and 
solidarity between generations as improving the ability to work 
longer. 
 
In France national health strategies support common problems 
such as Alzheimers. Local examples of good practice include 
the Mobile Geriatric Team (Hospital Nord Ouest) who work to 
prevent admissions and advise on those patients who are 
admitted. 
 
In Latvia priorities are cooperation between generations; 
reduction of age-discrimination in the labour market; increasing 
the value of the elderly and facilitating active and healthy 
lifestyles. 
 
In The Netherlands independent patient advisors are 
responsible for the coordination of onward care for patients 
being discharged to Care Homes or home care. Career centres 
support the ageing workforce through new ways of working. 
Volunteering is a way of life in The Netherlands and supports 
the long-term care of the elderly. 
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In Portugal the need to pro-actively manage the challenges of the at-risk over 65 patients is recognised. Risk scoring and 
dependency are assessed and the plan to address the demands is via strategic leadership, improved primary care 
services, patient empowerment, development of non-medical roles, coordinated care and the rational use of medication. 
 
Slovenia trains volunteers in education to prevent falls (200 instructors nationwide) is part of a major contribution of 
volunteer work throughout the health system. Plans to react to the ageing workforce include making it attractive for 
people to work in the organisation, reduced working hours and combining teams of younger and older workers. 
 

In Spain „One Million Steps‟ is part of the public health strategy encouraging preventative, therapeutic, mental health and 
community participation; the Programme for elderly chronic patients with pluripathology  includes surveillance at local 
primary care or outpatient facilities by a multidisciplinary team; and the use of telemedicine to overcome geographical, 
demographic and social barriers is increasing. 
 
In Malta the ageing population leads to fewer taxpayers so it is important to keep the younger workers in the country. 
Training incentives are in place to limit the „brain drain‟ and develop advanced skills in the community. 
 
 
In Denmark the patient is seen to be an equal partner in the healthcare team rather than in the centre.  Through the eyes 
of the patient there is more effective communication and improved information flows and this leads to freedom of informed 
choice. Through the eyes of the patient it is possible to develop a smooth, seamless journey offering rapid care, close to 
home and high quality services. 
 
In The Netherlands the participants were impressed by the shared role of the doctor and pharmacist across primary and 
secondary care 

The participants from the UK were hosted in 12 
countries and identified many examples of good 
practice in 2012. The full presentations can be found 
at http://www.hospage.eu/documents.html 
 
 

17 Participants from the UK went to 12 countries in 2012 

In Sweden the principles of care are cooperation, person-centred processes and 
prevention through pro-active thinking.A fast track system from ambulance to an 
elderly care ward by-passing the emergency department supports prompt care for 
those with long term conditions. A National quality risk register helps the 
development and monitoring of care plans preventing future admissions. 
 
In Belgium the participants (pictured left) saw  the Geriatric school in Brussels which 
offers training for all healthcare professionals with a focus on topics relating to elderly 
care to ensure consistent and universal care  

Hungary has highly educated physicians and well developed rehabilitation services but is badly affected by emigration and 
job conditions. 
 
In Denmark participants were impressed by improved processes and innovation, education, empowerment and the 
adaptation of services and increased awareness of the issues. 

http://www.hospage.eu/documents.html
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Why YOU should apply to be a participant 

I first heard about the HOPE Programme through a staff briefing which outlined 
the HOPE programme and sought applicants. Having recently completed a 
Masters Programme in Health and Social Care Leadership with Sheffield 
Hallam University I was seeking a new experience and contacted Hilary 
Watkins, UK National HOPE Coordinator asking her opinion of whether I was 
the type of applicant the HOPE Programme was seeking. Her response was 
positive and the application process started. 
 
The programme required full commitment from my organisation and I was very 
pleased to receive that within a few days. Discussion with Hilary helped me 
select 3 potential destination countries. 
 
Just before Christmas I was accepted onto the Programme and shortly after that I 
heard that Gouda in the ‘Green Heart’ of Holland would be my destination. 
 

On 14th May 2012, very excited but a little nervous, I flew from Norwich to Amsterdam, taking the train on arrival in 
Holland to Gouda, a city one hour from the airport. My nerves were soon quashed when I was met at Gouda Train Station, 
taken to a delightful B&B in the centre of Gouda and from there onwards welcomed and treated so well by everyone I met.  
 
There were 13 participants in Holland from across Europe, all from different backgrounds, some clinical and some non 
clinical, but with the same aim of furthering our knowledge and sharing our experiences with our hosts and each other. By 
the end of the full four and a half week programme we were like a little family with our homemade ‘Holland’ Orange Hearts 
pinned to our chests!!  
 
My personal programme was planned according to the overall theme of the Exchange -  Ageing Workforce and Patients and 
my personal interests that I expressed in my application. It was fantastic and I learned so much. I spent valuable time in the 
hospital as well being able to visit other external partner organisations that play an important part in the patient journey. 
The social aspects the Programme, in my opinion, were equally as important as the more formal programme. Meeting up 
with the other participants for weekly educational and social visits across Holland enabled us to learn from each other as 
well as from our host organisations. I believe that thanks to my fellow participants I understand so much more about health 
services across Europe. 
 
The final part of the programme involved all of the HOPE participants from across Europe travelling to Berlin for the 
Agora. The ‘grand finale’ gave us the opportunity to share experiences of the Exchange through a presentation. Being a native 
English speaker, I took to the stage for Holland, accompanied by one my Swedish colleagues and even though I was very 
nervous I am so pleased I did it. I loved my experience of being part of the exchange, the support from my group was amazing 
and I was so proud to be able to share some of the excellent practice we observed whilst in Holland. 
 

I have benefitted immensely from the programme professionally and personally. Being part of the exchange has given me time 
to consider how my organisation and I could do things differently to benefit the users of our services and personally I met 
some amazing people with whom I will share a lasting friendship. Next step is for Norfolk and Suffolk NHS Foundation 
Trust to apply to become a Host organisation for 2013.I am so grateful for being given this opportunity, I would encourage 
others to apply and be part of the HOPE family today. 

Amy Eagle, Service Manager, Norfolk and Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust. 
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them to take valuable aspects of learning back into their 
work environment. 

At the end of the fourth week all participants from the 
EU countries come together to share their learning and 
present best practice at an international meeting.  
Participants from each country create a presentation 
based on the years’ theme and their experiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As well as the theme and the structure of the healthcare systems, participants will have 
an opportunity to consider specific interests agreed with their employer enabling 

 

How do I become a participant in 2013? 
Requirements, tips and what to expect 

Timeline for 

Participants 

UK 

Applications 

due: 30th 

September 

2012* 

 

Possible UK 

Phone 

Interview: 

November 

2012 

 

Places 

notified: 

December 

2012 

 

Attend 

information 

session 

London:  

January 2013 

 

Arrive in host 

country: 

May 2013 

 

Observe host 

organisation: 

13th May – 7th 

June 2013 

 

Attend 

international 

meeting: 

10th-12th  June 

2013 

 

Submit report: 

31st July 2013 

Tips for successfully applying as a participant 

  Speak to your l ine manager and Chief Execut ive early to get their  support .  

  Contact the Nat ional Co-ordinator  for advice.  

  Choose more than one type of  hospital/care environment .  

  Pay special  attent ion to the 1 s t  quest ion on the ‘Declarat ion of  Candidate 

and Commitment’ form (Form 3 on the HOPE website)  –  i t  carr ies a lot  of  

weight when hosts  decide whether to offer you a place or  not.  

  I f  you have attended Management Train ing then ment ion i t .  

  Al low plenty of  t ime for gett ing the ‘Declarat ion of Candidate and 

Commitment’ form  s igned by the chain of  command.  

  Ensure that your appl icat ion reaches the Nat ional Co-ordinator by the 

deadl ine.  

The HOPE Exchange Programme is open to healthcare managers or clinicians with a 
managerial role who have a minimum of three years experience in healthcare 
management.  You must be available for the full period of the programme (both the 
exchange and the international meeting) and participate in all arranged programmes.  
While you may not have to speak the native tongue, you must have proficiency in a 
language that is accepted by your host country; many countries accept English.  You must 

be able to understand, and be understood, in that accepted language. 

Application forms are available from the National Coordinator, Hilary Watkins.  

Potential participants are asked to contact Hilary before completing application forms 
for further advice on possible host countries. Hilary can be contacted at: 

hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk 

Expressions of interest by 31 August 2012. 

*UK Applications must be received by 30 September 2012.  

(*N.B. This is earlier than the EU deadline shown on the form) 

 

Participants are usually placed in pairs with a local host, and where possible will be 
placed with a healthcare professional from another country providing a third national 
perspective to their programme.  During their stay at their host organisation, 
participants will see how another healthcare system is structured and be able to consider 
the similarities and differences when compared with the NHS.   

 

mailto:hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk
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The whole application process was straightforward and the support received from the National Co-ordinator was 
invaluable, especially in terms of sorting out logistics. 
 
After the Trust was accepted as a host organisation and the names and profiles of the two participants shared with us, 
responsibility for co-ordinating the visit was delegated to a senior member of staff who looked after the practicalities such 
as induction, accommodation, transport, meals, IT and particularly the schedule of meetings and site visits. This certainly 
helped in the overall success of the programme. 
 
The enthusiasm and interest shown by my colleagues at Corporate Management level from both the Chairman and Chief 
Executive as well as other senior staff members was such that the Trust was able to devise a comprehensive schedule of 
meetings and visits which reflected the theme of the 2012 programme.  In addition, we wanted to incorporate the specific 
backgrounds and professional interests of the two participants themselves.  There was a genuine desire on our part to share 
with our European colleagues some of our own good practice (and hospitality) but also to hear from them about models of 
good practice from their respective countries. 
 
Our enthusiasm was matched by the enthusiasm of the two participants who were our guests and who were very 
appreciative of the efforts the Trust had made to devise a wide-ranging programme for their visit.  They had done their 
research in advance and were encouraged to feed into the planning process. Both participants prepared well for their series 
of meetings and visits and were incisive in their questioning. Each of them left the Trust at the end of the Programme 
laden with reports and other information. It was also a great help that both spoke very good English.  Their own 
evaluations of their experience were extremely positive and will assist us in planning for our future participation in the 
HOPE Exchange Programme. 
 
For the Trust, hosting the HOPE Exchange participants was a very worthwhile exercise. We were able to share relevant 
information about our practice and developments which would assist the participants in developing their services back 
home.  Reciprocally, we learned a great deal about how services are provided elsewhere in Europe, not only from the 
participants themselves but also from the Agora event in Berlin. All in all, I would actively encourage other NHS Trusts 
to consider hosting participants in the Hope Exchange Programme. 

Alan Corry-Finn 
Director of Primary Care and Older People’s Services and Executive Director of Nursing 

Western Health and Social Care Trust 

Why YOU should consider hosting participants  

The Western Health and Social Care Trust in Northern Ireland participated in 
the HOPE Exchange Programme for the first time as a host organisation in 
2012.  The Trust was invited to participate in the Programme by the National 
Co-ordinator and the request was carefully considered at Corporate 
Management Team level.  The decision was made to offer placements in the 
2012 Programme as the Trust identified the enhanced value and mutual 
benefits of participation, especially in light of significant milestone developments 
which included the completion of the new £270 million South West Acute 
Hospital in Enniskillen. 
 

The hosts and participants in  
Northern Ireland 
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Hosting participants can be a rewarding and educational experience.  It not only 
allows you to share information on the way your organisation works, but also allows 
participants to share how their home systems and organisations differ, helping to 
foster understanding and build networks. 

Host organisations are expected to host two or three participants who will come from 
different countries and probably have different professional backgrounds and 
interests.  Hosts are supported in their development of a local programme meeting the 
requirements of the theme for the year as well as participants specific interests. 

Accommodation should be provided on a free basis (minimum standards apply) and at 
least one meal a day at a reasonable rate or free of charge.  IT access for participants 
should also be provided, particularly for them to access personal email and the 
internet, and should preferably be available outside programme hours. 

All hosts are asked to provide an overview of the healthcare system, as it is important 
to give the participant the opportunity to see how the host organisation fits into the 
broader pattern of health services in its city, region and country. The programme 
should also allow the participants the opportunity to perceive and discuss a broad 
range of services and functions which contribute to the overall theme of the 
programme for the year. This should include visiting clinical professionals and 
managers to understand the inter-dependencies within the system. 

Participants will be asked to contact hosts before 
they arrive to share their personal interests and what 
they hope to achieve from the programme. 

Most participants will wish to see the surrounding 
area and culture within their host country, and hosts 
are asked to help to facilitate this.  Providing them 
with an orientation of the local area is expected, 
with further trips afield encouraged. 

 

How do I become a host in 2013? 

Timeline for 

Hosts 

UK 

Applications 

due: 30th 

September 

2012* 

 

Hosts notified: 

December 

2012 

 

Attend 

information 

session 

London: 

January 2013 

 

Send draft 

programme 

to 

participants: 

March 2013 

 

Participants 

arrive: 

14th May 2013 

 

Host 

participants: 

14th May – 5th 

June 2013 

 

Submit 

feedback: 

31stJuly 2013 

 

Requirements, tips and what to expect 

 

“[We] benefited greatly 
in having candidates 

from a variety of 
countries; it gave the 
trust a focus to show 

case some of our 
excellent services.  All 
the professionals were 
a delight to work with.” 

 

2009 UK Host                                        

 

Ensure participants don’t feel isolated, giving them 
information about local interests, transport links etc., and 
potentially organising social activities.  

Remember that the participants are not students and many 
are very senior healthcare professionals who will wish to 
meet their counterparts. It is emphasised that this is a 
management programme; however they arrive in an 
observational capacity and must therefore be accompanied 
while within the Trust. 

Application forms and advice are available from the 
National Coordinator hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk 

UK Applications must be received by the National 
Coordinator by 30 September 2012. 

(*NB This is earlier than the EU deadline shown on the form) 

The Nottingham hosts and 
their participants  

mailto:hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk
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How do I apply? 

Applications for both potential participants and for interested host 
organisations are due by the 30th September 2012*.   
 
Visit www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/ukhope for further information on 
applying to be a participant or a host organisation.  This website features 

information specifically tailored to the UK Exchange Programme.  

 

 
“a really great and 

unforgettable 
experience -  an 

extraordinary month of 
Knowledge” 

 

EU Participant 2012 

Where to look and what to fill out 

The document United Kingdom Guidance notes found on 
www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/ukhope also provides more detailed 
guidance for potential participants including potential costs.   
 

Host organisations Please contact Hilary Watkins, the UK National Co-
ordinator, directly at the address at the foot of this page for: 

 Application form 

 Advice on hosting 

 Any other questions 

The document United Kingdom Guidance notes found on 
www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/ukhope also provides more detailed 
guidance for hosts including potential costs.  
 

If you are selected to host or participate, you will be contacted by the 
national coordinator with further information and next steps. 

 

Participants Please contact Hilary 
Watkins, the UK National Co-ordinator, 
directly at the address at the foot of this 
page for: 

 Application and declaration form 

 Advice on countries to select 

 Any other questions 
 

BOTH the Application and declaration form 
should be  returned to: 
hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk by the UK 

deadline of 30th September 2012. 

“The HOPE Exchange 

Programme has been 

the best thing that I 

have done in my 

working life.  I have 

returned home a 

changed person and 

intend to use the 

experience to take me 

forward in my life, both 

at work and 

personally.” 

 

2011 UK Participant 

Application forms and advice are available from the National Coordinator 
hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk 

UK Applications must be received by Hilary Watkins, the National 
Coordinator  by 30 September 2012*. 

(*NB This is earlier than the EU deadline shown on the form) 

 
“The HOPE 
Programme 

is a challenge 
and an adventure 

that is worth embracing 
and which gives 

us more 
knowledge, learning 

and life experience than 
we could ever 

previously have thought 
possible!” 

 

2011 EU Participant 

http://www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/ukhope
http://www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/ukhope
http://www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/ukhope
mailto:hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk
mailto:hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk
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The Impact of HOPE 
What previous participants and hosts have to say about their experiences 

“A truly life-changing 
experience” 

 
UK Participant 2012 

                                       

“Hosting allows critical examination of 
what we do so we can take an opportunity 
to review and allows the spotlight to shine 
on services and professionals within the 

organisation” 
 UK Host 2012 

 
 

“I can now compare our 
own practices to new 
initiatives – I believe 
that first-hand 
experience is the best 
teacher” 

EU participant 2012 

 

 

 

“Hosting generated a 
great deal of enthusiasm 

amongst staff” 
 

UK Host 2012 

         

“The HOPE Exchange 
Programme is a very easy 
cost-effective way to get 
new ideas and study new 

things” 

2010 Participant 

.  
 

 

If you prefer to post any of your forms rather than submit them electronically, please send them to: 
Hilary Watkins, National Coordinator 

HOPE Exchange Programme 
Ground Floor West, Vespasian House, Dorset DT1 1TS 

 

Please note that it is not necessary to post us your forms if you have already submitted them via 
email as long as they were signed by the relevant authority and scanned prior to sending. 

 
“International exchange in the UK has been a unique 
opportunity for all participants to share their views and 
experiences and show the world they are capable of 
working together for the common good regardless of the 
age, ethnic or professional background of each 
participant.”                

2010 Participant 

Hopeful that this will be a life changing event 

Optimistic that I can build on what I have learnt 

Passionate about the healthcare in the UK and what a great service we have 

Energized by my experiences to move forward 
 

Educational experience - I have learnt so much 

X factor the indefinable "something" that makes for star quality - all participants have or develop! 

Coordinator supported us all along the way of our own journey 

Host helped to make my time such a rounded experience 

Ageing - not an inevitable decline but another positive stage of life 

New opportunities, I am sure this will be a springboard for these 

Grateful for this fantastic opportunity 

Excited by the possibilities this could lead to….. 
                                UK Participant 2012 

 

“One of the main benefits of 
hosting was to... share 
experiences with professional 
colleagues from other parts of 
Europe” 

EU Participant 2012 

“It was good to see the bigger picture 
and realise that there is so much good 
practice in other European countries 

that we can learn from” 
        UK Participant 2012 

“The exchange is a very healthy 
practice to bring about change – 

all gain from the experiences 
both host and participants.” 

 

 EU participant 2012                   
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HOPE Exchange Programme 2013 
 
For further information on the UK HOPE Programme please contact us: 
 

Phone: 
01305-368922 

E-mail: 

hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk 

Website: 

www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/ukhope  
 
 

mailto:hope@leadershipacademy.nhs.uk
http://www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/ukhope

